
 

Aeroworks 35cc Extra 260  

 

 

78 inch 

span  

 

New 35cc Extra 260 . Price POA + shipping. All hardware 

included.  

 

Our new Quick Build line  

 
Aeroworks is proud to introduce their New line of QUICK BUILD Series Aircraft.  

 
With the advances in smaller gas engines Aeroworks realized a void in the hobby market that has not yet 

been filled. In order to fill that void Aeroworks is introducing a new size of airplane to our product line. The 
35cc Extra 260 QB is the first in our new series of aircraft. It is the same QB quality you have come to expect 
from Aeroworks in a smaller more affordable package. It is designed around the 35cc-45cc size gas engines 

or 1.60 to 2.20 glow engines and includes carbon fiber wing and stab tubes along with the full QB S.A.E. 
hardware package. The airplane is just the right size for those who do not have a large vehicle to transport 
the slightly larger 50cc planes. Best of all the planes fly incredibly well! The 260 flyï¿½s much like its larger 
brothers and is just a shrunk down version of our 42% Extra 260 that took second place at the 2007 Tuscan 

Shootout.  
 

Aeroworks is proud to add too their line of QUICK BUILD Series Aircraft Designed with the customer in mind 
to provide the highest quality, light weight construction and fastest build time possible.  

 
Aeroworks has Raised the Bar. The QB Series is top quality in both design and performance that has set a 

new standard for ARF aircraft  
 

With the 35cc Extra 260 QBï¿½s unbeatable stability and precision flight characteristics it is certain to please 
both the beginner as well as the advanced competitor  

 
Designed for both precision and 3D style flying this plane is sure to out perform all other aircraft in its class. 
The Extra 260 was designed from the ground up to be a top performing aircraft. Generous control surfaces 

and an awesome power to weight ratio make this a plane you'll want to fly every visit to the field!  
 

     

 

Semi-scale Aeroworks 78" 35 cc Extra 260 QB Kit  

 
Wing Span 78 inches 

 
Wing Area 1,150 sq. in. 

 
Weight 14 to 15 lbs 

 
Fuselage Length 

68" (Rudder to front 
of Cowling) 

 
Fuselage Length 

72" (Rudder to front 
of Spinner) 

 
Engine 35 to 45cc. petrol 1.60 to 2.20 glow 

 

35cc QB Extra 260 ARF: POA + shipping. (plus 

shipping) 
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Description: 
 
This ARF kit comes about 97% built. It is beautifully covered 
with Ultracote film with a marvelous paint job on the fiber 
glass parts and canopy.  
 
FEATURING  

 

1. Strong Light Weight Construction  
2. Complete and Detailed Instruction Manual on CD  
3. High Resolution Picture Folders provide maximum detail  
4. Painted and Pre mounted 7075 Aluminium Landing Gear  
5. Pre-mounted Tail-wheel Assembly  
6. Complete US Standard Hardware Package included  
7. Two Piece removable Wings and Stabs  
8. Composite Wing and Stab. Tubes  
9. Professionally covered in ULTRACOTE  
10. Additional ULTRACOTE supplied for small patches and repairs  
11. Clear Covering provided for sealaing hinge gaps  
12. Pre-Hinged from factory (Ready to Fly) No gluing  
13. One Servo per Wing Panel  
14. One Servo per Elevator Half  
15. Large Control Surfaces Double Beveled for maximum throw  
16. Pre Mounted Fibreglass Cowl and Wheel Pants  
17. Pre Mounted and Tinted Canopy and Hatch Assembly  
18. Pre installed and fuel proofed engine box  
19. Laser marked engine mounting templates  
20. Custom Deflection Rudder Gauge  
21. Custom Vinyl Decal Set  
22. 8 to 10 Hours assembly Time  

 

 

 
This is a truly unlimited performer for both 3D 
and precision aerobatics. For those of you that 
are looking for a serious but not so expensive 
aerobatic IMAC competition airplane, this one 
should receive your up-most consideration.  

 

  

 


